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Answers and teachers notes 

• Quiz 'Which witch is which?'  

1, c   2, a   3, a   4, c   5, b   6, b   7,a 

If you scored between 1 and 2 you are Sabrina, between 3 and 5 Samantha, between  6 and 7, congratulations 
you are Winnie. 

• Listening 1 

The first listening activity focuses on picking out individual words. If you are using this with a class you could try 
giving each learner one of the words, ask them to stand up and sit down when they hear 'their' word.  

1, witchcraft    2, ancient    3, witches    4, wizards    5, horrible    6, magician 

7, figurine    8, magic    9, good    10, evil    11, gruesome    12, love 

• Listening 2  

The second listening activity focuses on comprehension, variations on the answers are possible. In class 
students might use the tapescript to check their own work. 

1. In ancient times Irving tells us that witches were thought to be “responsible for all sorts of horrible things.” 
What were they?  

“being sick, being ill, losing all your money, your house falling down.” 

2. How could a wax figurine help you ‘if you thought there was a witch after you’?  

“a special magician ... set fire to the wax and it all melted, and when that happened the witch was 
supposed to shrivel up and be useless and never trouble you again.”  

3.In the British Museum’s Egyptian galleries there are lots of magic things “for good purposes,” but what were 
these?  

“to make people better, to make them well, to get rid of your enemies” 

4. Irving links our ideas of witches to wise old women living in the country. What kind of knowledge does he 
suggest they may have. 

“in villages, and places in the country, there’s usually an old woman who lives in a tumble-down 
cottage, who knows all about plants and other ideas, and what the weather means and what you can tell 
from the behaviour of animals, and the right time to do things”  

 
• It’s witchcraft - wordsearch 
 

The words hidden in the wordsearch are 
 
 ancient   good   gruesome    horrible   love  magic   magician    wax   witchcraft   wizard 


